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NEC’s Itanium prototype server (see
Figure 1), code-named AzusA after a river
flowing through mountains west of the com-
pany’s design labs—boots IA-64 operating
systems and uses a custom-designed chip set.
The chip set supports up to 16 Itanium
processors for optimum 16-way performance.
In combination with IA-64 Itanium proces-
sors, AzusA provides a powerful platform solu-
tion for the backbone of the Internet and
enterprise computing.

The chip set has very low latencies for a 16-
CPU system and has well-balanced memory
and I/O bandwidths. As a result, we expect
this 16-way server to exhibit consistently high
performance in a wide spectrum of workloads
ranging from e-commerce and data mining to
scientific computing.

The server can be partitioned into a maxi-
mum of four domains, each constituting an
isolated and complete computer system. This
feature aids consolidation of smaller servers
into a fewer number of larger servers.

AzusA has an integrated service processor for
platform management including preboot con-
figuration, platform error handling, domain
management, and other features. The combi-
nation of the chip set’s high-reliability design
and the service processor provides capabilities
required for enterprise-level computing.

AzusA 16-way architecture
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the

AzusA 16-way configuration. The modular
construction is composed of four 4-CPU cells
interconnected via a data crossbar chip and
address snoop network. The 16-way box can
be hard-partitioned into a maximum of four
domains by fully or partially disconnecting
the crossbar and the address interconnect at
natural boundaries.

Figure 3 shows a prototype cell. Each cell has
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one system bus that supports
up to four Intel Itanium
microprocessors with power
pods, the AzusA chip set’s
north bridge, main memory
DIMMs, and four connec-
tions to peripheral component
interconnect (PCI) adapters
via proprietary Gigastream
Links (GSLs). Figure 4 (next
page) shows the interrelations
among those components.
Two of the four microproces-
sors and their associated power
pods are located on each side
of the cell.

AzusA’s distributed, shared-
memory1 architecture pro-
vides each of the four cells with a portion of
the main memory. Each cell has 32 DIMM
sites, half of which are located on an option-
al memory daughterboard. The chip set sup-
ports up to 128 Gbytes of physical address
space. 

As is the nature of a distributed, shared-mem-
ory machine, AzusA’s memory has a cache-
coherent, nonuniform memory access
(NUMA)2 model. However, its latency charac-
teristics are very close to those of a symmetric
multiprocessing machine, with a remote-to-
local memory access latencies ratio of approxi-
mately 1.5. Apart from latencies, AzusA
provides a flat 16-way model to software.

The four cells share the service processor
and the base I/O including the legacy south
bridge, also shown in Figure 2. When the serv-
er is partitioned into two or more domains,
additional PCI, add-on base I/O cards are
inserted into designated PCI slots, except for
the primary domain, which is serviced by the
original base I/O attached to the service
processor board. The shared service processor
serves all domains simultaneously.

Each PCI adapter has two 64-bit PCI buses
that are configurable as either two-slot 66-
MHz buses or four-slot 33-MHz buses, as
shown in Figure 5 (next page). All of the PCI
slots are hot pluggable. Each PCI adapter has
two GSL ports; both ports may be used con-
currently for performance, or alternatively for
redundancy. The maximum length of the
GSL copper cable is 5 meters (16.4 feet) with
a half Gbyte/s of I/O bandwidth. The maxi-

mum configuration of an AzusA system is 128
PCI slots or 32 PCI buses, with a maximum
of 16 PCI adapters. The resulting aggregate
I/O bandwidth is approximately 8 Gbytes/s.

Chip set architecture
Figure 4 shows the chip set components

and their interconnections for each cell. The
16-way configuration has four sets of compo-
nents plus the external data crossbar. The chip
set design is optimized for 16-way or 4-cell
configurations and employs a snoop-based
coherency mechanism for lower snoop laten-
cies. The chip set uses 0.25-micron process
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technology and operates at a multiple of the
system bus clock frequency.

At the heart of the chip set is the system
address controller, an ASIC that handles sys-
tem bus, I/O, and intercell transactions; inter-
nal and external coherency control; address
routing; and so on. Figure 6 is a high-level
block diagram of the system address con-
troller. The system address controller controls
the system data controller and transfers data
to and from the system bus, main memory,
I/O, and other cells. The I/O controller has
signal connections to both the system address
controller and system data controller. The I/O

controller also has four GSLs
to the I/Os as well as a Megas-
tream Link to the legacy
south bridge and service
processor. I/O translation
look-aside buffers are inte-
grated in the I/O controller
chip and convert a 32-bit
address issued by a single-
address-cycle PCI device into
a full 64-bit address.

There are two memory
chip sets with one located on
the cell and one on the
optional memory daughter-
board. Each consists of an
intelligent memory address
controller and four interleav-
ing memory data controllers.
It supports a chip-kill feature
as well as a memory scan
engine that performs memo-
ry initialization and test at

power-on and periodic memory patrol and
scrubbing.

GSLs connect the I/O controller to host
bus PCI bridges, as shown in Figure 5. The
same GSL-PCI bridge chip can support both
66-MHz and 33-MHz 64-bit PCI buses.
NEC is also planning a PCI-X version of the
GSL-PCI bridge. For better I/O performance,
the GSL-PCI bridge has write-combining
buffers to combine subline inbound stores.
The bridge chip also has a data prefetch mech-
anism to maximize DMA read performance.
In addition, the GSL-PCI bridge can handle
systemwide, peer-to-peer transactions as well
as legacy sideband signals. The GSL-PCI
bridge integrates an on-chip programmable
interrupt controller, or I/O Sapic (streamlined
advanced programmable interrupt controller),
that can support various interrupt modes from
8259 compatibles to Sapic.

Cells are interconnected tightly and direct-
ly for addresses to form the address network,
and via the data crossbar for data. In a two-
cell configuration, the data crossbar chip com-
ponent may be omitted by direct wiring
between the two cells.

To effectively reduce the snoop traffic for-
warded to the system bus, each cell has a
snoop filter (tag SRAM) that keeps track of
the cache contents in the four CPUs on the
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cell. When a coherent memory transaction is
issued in one cell, its address is broadcast to
all other cells for simultaneous snooping. The
snoop filter is checked for any chance that the
inquired address is cached in the cell. If it is a
possibility, the address is forwarded to the sys-
tem bus for snooping, and the result is
returned to the requester cell. Otherwise, a
snoop miss response is returned instantly as a
result of the tag lookup. In either case, the
snoop filter is updated by replacing or purg-
ing the tag entry associated with the CPU
cache line that was loaded with the memory
data. On a memory read, the local or remote
addressed memory line is always read specu-
latively, whether or not the line may be cached
in a CPU.

To fully accommodate Itanium processor
system bus bandwidth as well as the I/O traf-
fic, the chip set provides approximately 4.2
Gbytes/s of memory bandwidth per cell (a sys-
tem total of 16.8 Gbytes/s). The interconnec-
tion between the system data controller and the
data crossbar chip is also 4.2 Gbytes/s per port
(8.4 Gbytes/s bisectional), so the full memory
bandwidth is exportable to the other cells. The
address snoop bandwidth matches the theo-
retical maximum transaction issue rate at all
four system buses for the best performance.

The system address controller has numer-
ous address range registers to configure, which

present a single flat memory space to the oper-
ating system. Similarly, all the PCI buses can
be configured—either by the firmware at boot
time or dynamically during online reconfigu-
ration—to make a single, systemwide PCI bus
tree. For compatibility reasons, these config-
uration registers are mapped to the chip set
configuration space in a manner similar to
Intel’s 82460GX chip set. This makes AzusA
a natural 16-way extension of an 82460GX-
based 4-way system.

From an operating system’s viewpoint, our
16-way platform appears as a collection of 16
CPUs on a single virtual system bus, which is
also connected to a single large memory and a
large PCI bus tree rooted at the system bus.
Although there are certain practical compro-
mises such as limiting external task priority
register (XTPR)-based interrupt rerouting
within each physical system bus, AzusA’s sim-
ple system image and near-uniform memory
access latency make it easy to achieve very good
scalability without elaborate programming. 

The chip set architecture supports com-
patibility with the Itanium processor and fea-
tures aimed at reliability, availability, and
serviceability. These features include cell hot-
plug capability and memory mirroring, data
paths protected by error-correcting codes,
error containment and graceful error propa-
gation for IA-64 machine check abort recov-
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ery, parity-protected control logic, hardware
consistency checking, detailed log registers,
and backdoor access to the chip set.

Performance
While supporting managability and flexi-

bility, the NEC team also designed the AzusA
chip set with performance features in mind.
Its memory latency in a 16-way cache-coher-
ent, NUMA configuration is less than 200 ns
for a local memory access or local CPU cache
hit, and less than 300 ns for a remote (other
cell) memory access or remote CPU cache hit,
for coherent accesses measured from the
address to the data on the system bus. I/O
latency is less than 800 ns.

In real-world environments like online trans-
action processing in which data is extensively
shared among the processors, our study shows
that more than half of cache misses might be
found in other processors’ caches. In such cases,
including an additional level of caching to
AzusA would not justify the added cost. 

For this reason, the AzusA design team
focused on improving the effective memory
latency without resorting to system-level
caches. As a result, AzusA has achieved a very
low remote-to-local ratio of approximately
1.5. Various techniques including specula-

tively reading the main mem-
ory and the high-speed snoop
network helped to reach this
ratio. Because of this low
ratio, the design team expects
AzusA to demonstrate con-
sistent performance scalabili-
ty for all types of workloads.

Partitioning and in-box
clustering

When AzusA is hard-parti-
tioned at cell boundaries cre-
ating isolated domains (four
maximum), each domain
constitutes a complete com-
puter system and runs a
separate operating system
instance (see Figure 7). Each
domain can contain an arbi-
trary number of cells, and
each cell may have any num-
ber of CPUs.

The integrated service
processor configures the domains by pro-
gramming the chip set registers. Repartition-
ing may take place either dynamically at user
requests, at failures, or at boot time. Needless
to say, each domain can be separately booted
or brought down without affecting operations
of other domains. Although, to alter domain
configuration when an operating system is
running requires operating system support.

In addition to domain partitioning, the
AzusA chip set supports a true in-box clus-
tering capability; that is, the partitioned
domains can communicate with one another
through the crossbar, eliminating the need for
external interconnects.3

The internal interconnect is actually made
up of partially shared physical memory, cus-
tom drivers, and optional user-mode libraries.
Each participating domain contributes a frac-
tion of its physical memory at boot time to
share among the nodes as a communication
area. Figure 8 shows the conceptual view of
the in-box cluster memory in a 4 × 4 config-
uration. Users can program the amount of
shared memory, as well as node configurations
in the field.

Custom drivers and user-mode libraries
provide standard cluster application program
interfaces (such as VIPL or Winsock direct)
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to the upper layers and use the partially shared
memory as the physical medium. This offers
main memory latency and bandwidth for
cluster node communications while ensuring
application compatibility.

For security, the shared part of memory is
not available to the operating system so that
the main memory space is completely isolat-
ed between nodes. Also, the shared memory
permits transferred data to always be held in
the memory on the sender’s physical cell(s);
thus, the loss of a node does not affect com-
munication among surviving nodes. The
receiver node is gracefully protected from
uncorrectable memory data errors propagat-
ed from the sender cell.

Features
As mentioned earlier, AzusA has many plat-

form features that support reliability, availabil-
ity, and serviceability. These include redundant
GSL connections, fault-tolerant copy tags,
memory patrol, and scrubbing features.

Reliability and data integrity
The chip set protects virtually all logic cir-

cuits and paths, including control logic—
unlike most existing chip sets that protect only
data paths with parity or error-correcting codes.
Consider the example of a corrupt data buffer
pointer. If the buffer pointer’s intermittent fail-
ures were left undetected, the wrong data
would be sent to the processor, I/O, or mem-
ory without flagging errors—breaking the data
integrity. In the AzusA chip set, all buffer point-
ers and most of the other control structures are
protected by parity or another scheme, virtually
eliminating the risk of silent data corruption.

Availability
As in PCI cards, a cell in a partitioned con-

figuration can be hot swapped while other
domains are online and in service. With prop-
er operating system support, a cell in a multi-
cell domain (such as a 16-way symmetric
multiprocessing machine) can be dynamical-
ly hot swapped and serviced for continuous
availability. Considering that the main mem-
ory is generally harder for operating systems to
relinquish, AzusA has a memory-mirroring
feature to enable dynamic copying of the main
memory to a backup cell. So a cell can be
deconfigured only by disabling (performed by

the firmware either dynamically or at reboot)
its CPUs and I/Os.

Another availability feature is platform error
containment. When possible, the chip set tries
to reduce an error to a single transaction and
propagate it all the way to the destination. In
combination with IA-64’s machine check
abort (MCA), this can improve the chance that
the operating system will survive errors such
as irrecoverable error-correcting-code errors.

AzusA also supports fault-resilient boots:
on a system crash, the service processor ana-
lyzes the chip set log to pinpoint the not work-
ing field-replaceable unit using the built-in
diagnosis dictionary. The service processor can
then reboot the system without the suspected
field-replaceable unit to prevent the error
recurrence. The redundant I/O paths enhance
the chances of reconfiguration and contribute
to higher availability. Other availability fea-
tures include redundant and hot-swappable
fans and power supplies.

Serviceability and maintainability
The integrated service processor plays an

important role in platform management, error
handling, and platform maintenance.

The service processor monitors and manip-
ulates the platform via the chip set’s backdoor
maintenance port, and associated sideband
signals. Through the back door, it logs and
analyzes chip set errors then reconfigures and
reboots in coordination with machine check
abort processes whenever possible. It also con-
figures the domain, reconfigures dynamical-
ly, and monitors events.

The service processor includes a dedicated
service LAN port to provide a secure connec-
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tion to a management workstation. The service
processor console can be accessed either through
the secure connection or via a local serial port.

Other service processor features include
automated remote error reporting, and off-
line diagnoses of deconfigured cells. The ser-
vice processor also serves as the Advanced
Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI)4

specification embedded controller or the Intel-
ligent Power Management Interface (IPMI)5

specification baseboard management con-
troller. Despite all this functionality, a stall in
the service processor will not affect normal
system operation.

Packaging
The main cabinet houses 16 PCI slots and

array disks, 16 processors, the memory, ser-
vice processor, and the server system infra-
structure (SSI)6 power supply. Additional PCI
slots require the addition of an I/O expansion
cabinet. The maximum GSL cable length of
5 meters allows for a maximum of four expan-
sion cabinets, up to two on each side of the
main cabinet.

Conformance to standards
AzusA design conforms to many industry

standards including DIG64,7 IPMI, and
SSI—which are jointly promoted by NEC—
as well as ACPI and PCI, to name just a few.

AzusA will be commercially available
shortly after the Itanium processor is

released. At the time of its introduction, AzusA
will have almost all of the features discussed
here. Together with the advantages of the IA-
64 architecture and the vast amount of address
space it can offer, we expect that AzusA will be
widely deployed—in combination with other
IA-64 and IA-32 servers—to support the back
end of the Internet. We also plan to further
enhance the AzusA architecture’s features. MICRO
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